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INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes a new method of transition crossing in 

strong focussing proton or heavy ion synchrotrons. Such accelerators 

have the property that at some energy, frequently within the operating 

range of the machine, the rotation period of particles within the 

momentum acceptance range of the machine becomes independent of 

momentum."' For a small range of energy near this "transition 

energy" (or transition gamma, where y=(E/E,,)), the phase focussing 

effect of the rf voltage wave on an ensemble of particles or "bunch" 

is temporarily lost.'2"'4' At energies below the transition energy 

the rf system provides a phase focussing force on each particle within 

each bunch in addition to the required accelerating voltage. This is 

accomplished by adjusting the phase of the rf wave so that the 

particles within each bunch oscillate about a point on the positive 

slope of the rf wave at a "synchronous phase angle" 'p.. For a peak rf 

voltage V the rf accelerating voltage on each particle, averaged over a 

synchrotron phase oscillation, is Vsin(lp,). Above transition the phase 

stable point is shifted to a point of negative slope and the average 

accelerating voltage becomes Vsin(n-9,). For a time and energy range 

very near transition the rf system must continue to provide the 

required accelerating voltage to each particle, but longitudinal 

focussing is not necessary. The particles in each bunch, all of which 

have nearly identical rotation frequencies, cannot complete synchrotron 

phase oscillations, do not tend to debunch (ignoring,for the moment, 

internal space charge forces), and require no external phase focussing 

force. Any voltage other than the required accelerating voltage 

impressed upon particles within a bunch by the rf wave near transition 
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may cause undesirable distortion of the phase space distribution and 

growth in the beam momentum spread. The "transition phase jump", the 

manner by which the rf system is programmed to make the required phase 

shift through the transition region while at the same time providing 

the required accelerating voltage, is the primary subject of the 

"transition crossing problem". 

A substantial body of literature discussing the dynamics of 

particles during the transition period exists.'5-1') Many of the 

analyses make the assumption that the rf amplitude remains constant at 

the required 'pm until such time as a rather sudden phase jump is 

made. One problem with this procedure is that it is rarely clear 

exactly when the sudden phase jump should be made since in most cases 

particles with different momenta cross transition at different times. 

Other analyses examine the case in which the rf voltage is decreased 

as transition is approached so that "at transition" (e.=n/2) the 

amplitude is just the required accelerating voltage. This procedure 

is frequently called "duck-under".'1z' The exact manner by which the 

voltage is lowered is somewhat arbitrary so the detailed dynamics of 

various duck-under schemes is not uniquely defined. The procedure 

described in this report has been motivated more by detailed 

examination of the results of large scale simulations of transition 

crossing using the longitudinal phase space simulation program EWE"" 

than by analytical results, so that a detailed description of these 

analyses is not appropriate here. It will be useful, however, to 

enumerate some of the problems arising from transition crossing so that 

the manner by which this procedure circumvents these problems may be 

more clearly understood. 

1. As transition is approached the effective rf focussing force 

for a fixed 'p. increases rapidly, the longitudinal phase space 

separatrices (bucket boundaries) expand in the momentum direction, and 

the bunches become very narrow in their phase or time extent. The 

bunch narrowing occurs at the expense of an increase in the bunch 

momentum spread, sometimes to the extent that the momentum spread 

exceeds the machine momentum aperture and beam loss occurs. 
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2. Very near transition the particles enter a "non-adiabatic" 

period in which the particles are unable to complete a synchrotron 

phase oscillation prior to transition. During this period, if the rf 

phase is held at some cp,<n/2, p articles arriving early receive 

insufficient accelerating voltage while late arriving particles are 

excessively accelerated. This causes the bunch phase space "ellipse" 

to tilt toward later time while further momentum growth occurs. 

3. During this period the line charge density, or current density 

within the bunch, and the resulting internal space charge force is 

maximized. This force is capable of causing transverse (betatron) tune 

shift for some of the particles resulting in a change in the time at 

which these particles cross transition, (Umst;itter effect). This 

further confuses the transition crossing time determination and may,in 

come cases, contribute to an increase in transverse emittance. 

4. Immediately following transition, (probably individual times 

for each particle), the large space charge forces begin to act in 

reverse. "4'15' (The effective mass of the particles in response to 

external forces becomes negative.) Because of the somewhat non- 

uniform initial distribution this causes a clumping in the line charge 

density of particles within the bunch or "negative mass instability". 

The clumping introduces very high frequency components in the line 

charge distribution which, in turn couple to resistive components of 

the beam pipe impedance in the GHz region. The longitudinal voltage 

resulting from this interaction couples back to the beam, causing 

further very high frequency spontaneous bunching, "microwave 

instability". The result of all of this is a further increase in the 

bunch momentum spread. 

5. If, very near transition, the rf phase is shifted to (n-e,), 

then late arriving particles, still relatively immobile in the phase 

or time direction, receive insufficient accelerating voltage and are 

rapidly decelerated to momenta well below the synchronous momentum, 

while early arriving particles receive somewhat the opposite 

treatment. This effect is more serious for the late particles 

because, as they are being decelerated, the transition energy is 
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moving simultaneously to lower energy, so these particles remain near 

transition for a long period, move toward later time (because they are 

below transition) and therefore experience an increasing decelerating 

voltage. In some circumstances some of these particles never cross 

transition, (or, transition never catches up to them as they are 

decelerated), so they are lost. In any case this effect causes a long 

low-momentum tail to develop. At some time after the end of the 

non-adiabatic period, when the rf system is again able to develop a 

reasonable bucket, this long tail of low momentum particles will extend 

across the separatrix so that some of the particles will not be 

captured in the bucket. The uncaptured particles will eventually be 

lost from the machine. Those that are recaptured will be badly 

matched to bucket and their mismatched motion within the bucket will 

contribute to "bunch shape oscillations" which are commonly observed 

following transition. Space charge distortion of the bunch shape will 

also contribute to these oscillations. 

Some of the effects described above are shown in Fig.1 using the 

tracking program ESMS. The evolution of a phase space contour of area 

0.5 eV-S is shown at intervals over a period of 16 ms through 

transition with a "normal" rf phase jump occurring at 10 ms. A 

vertical line of charge is included in the initial distribution and the 

area on one side of this boundary is cross-hatched so that the 

evolution of the distribution can be traced easily. The developing low 

momentum tail extending beyond the post-transition bucket boundary and 

the resulting bunch shape degradation are clearly shown. The example 

is based on the proposed Fermilab Main Injector ring with an 

acceleration rate of 150 GeV per second. Transition gamma is 20.4. 

This simulation does not include any space charge effects. 

It is evident that most of the ill effects of "normal" transition 

crossing result from early and late particles being subjected to 

incorrect rf voltage. It should be possible then to shift the rf phase 

to n/2 near the beginning of the non-adiabatic period and "duck under" 

transition. Unfortunately the particles are not quite rigidly 

stationary during this period. After the rf wave is shifted to n/2, 
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Figure 1. Normal transition crossing. The rf amplitude remains 
constant at 7. until transition at which time it is switc,hed to .n-'p.. 
(a) 10 MS prior to transition. (b) Start of "non-adiabatic" period. 
(c) Transition. (d) 6 MS after transition. 
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Figure 2. "Duck-under" transition crossing. At the start of the 
non-adiabatic period the rf phase is shifted to n/2 radians and the 
amplitude reduced. (a) 6 ms prior to transition. (b) Start of 
non-adiabatic period. (c) Very near transition. (a).6 ms,after 
transition. Here low momentum particles move to earher time. 
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higher momentum particles move to earlier time where they receive 

insufficient acceleration while lower momentum particles move to later 

time and suffer the same fate. The evolution of a contour similar to 

that shown in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2 using duck-under phase 

changes. Again, particles away from the correct synchronous phase 

angle receive incorrect accelerating voltage on each turn for a 

substantial period of time so that large momentum changes result in 

serious distortion of the phase space distribution. 

The evolutions shown in these two examples are extreme cases 

contrived to show clearly the effects described. Nevertheless beam 

loss, bunch shape oscillations, and longitudinal emittance growth 

following transition, all with properties very like those shown here, 

are commonly observed in many operating proton synchrotrons. 

TRANSITION CROSSING WITH AN RF HARWONIC 

At energies far from transition all particles in each bunch 

oscillate about the synchronous phase angle in such a way that each 

particle receives, on average, the correct accelerating voltage. A 

large part of the emittance growth which occurs during transition 

crossing results from the fact that this averaging cannot happen for a 

substantial period as the synchrotron phase oscillation frequency 

passes through zero. If, during this period, all of the particles in 

each bunch were accelerated by the same accelerating voltage on each 

turn the anomalous momentum spread could be eliminated. Of course, 

the accelerating voltage seen by each particle would have to be the 

correct voltage to keep the average beam position on the equilibrium 

orbit as dictated by the rate of rise of the magnetic guide field. 

This would require an rf accelerating wave which is essentially 

constant over a substantial period of phase, or time, on either side 

of the bunch charge distribution. An rf voltage wave which meets this 

requirement can be generated by the addition of a second or third 

harmonic of proper amplitude and phase to the fundamental rf wave. (A 

combination of second and third harmonic could also be used but the 

gain may not be worth the added complexity.) Fig. 3 shows a sine wave 

with 21.5 % second harmonic cosine wave added. The amplitude is 
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Figure 3. V(ot) = Sin(ot)+(0.275)Cos(2ot) 
------------ 

constant within f.25 per cent over a range of +-35 degrees. 

In Fig.4 the transition crossing procedure is outlined. In this 

example the synchronous phase angle prior to the non-adiabatic period 

is sixty degrees and the bucket to bunch area ratio is about three. 

The bucket extends over a phase range of ninety-one degrees and the 

total length of the contour representing the bunch is about forty-four 

degrees. At some time prior to the beginning of the non-adiabatic 

period (usually a few milliseconds before "transition") the rf phase 

is shifted to n/2 radians and the second harmonic is added as shown 

in part b of the figure. The bunch immediately begins to shear, with 

higher momentum particles moving to earlier time and lower momentum 

particles moving to later time. At transition time the bunch has 

sheared to the condition shown in part c with no change in relative 

momentum. At this time the line charge distribution (projection of 

the charge on the time, or phase, axis) has broadened as shown, with a 

corresponding decrease in peak current and space charge force. 

Following transition the direction of motion of off-momentum particles 

is reversed. As time progresses past the end of the non-adiabatic 

period the bunch phase space distribution resumes its original upright 
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Figure 4. (a) Phase space contour, moving bucket separatrix, and 
line charge distribution with respect to fundamental rf voltage wave 
prior to transition with synchronous phase angle 60 degrees. (b) Phase 
space outline and line charge distribution at the same time, but with 
rf voltage wave shifted to ninety degrees and second harmonic added. 
(c) Same beam representations a few milliseconds later, at transition 
time. (d) A few milliseconds after transition. The phase space contour 
has become erect again. The rf wave has been shifted to a post 
transition accelerating phase and an accelerating bucket is shown. 
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configuration. At this time the second harmonic component is removed 

and the rf wave is shifted to the correct phase angle and amplitude 

for longitudinal focussing and acceleration following transition. 

This procedure does not neutralize internal forces resulting from 

space charge. Rowever the sign of the space charge force changes from 

defocussing to focussing at transition. Except for the possibility of 

negative mass and microwave instability following transition, the 

bunch lenotheninq effect of space charge forces during the 

non-adiabatic period should cancel to first order. The total bunch 

length at transition may, however, be increased somewhat beyond that 

which results from shearing alone prior to transition. 

In some cases it may be possible the use the third harmonic rather 

than the second although it provides only about 227 degrees of 

comparable constant amplitude. Fig.5 shows an expanded comparison of 

both harmonics. Use of the third harmonic would be clearly less 

expensive since only 13 per cent of the fundamental amplitude is 

required so fewer and physically smaller rf cavities would be required. 
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Figure 5. Expanded comparison of constant voltage regions 
available using second or third harmonic. 
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NON-ADIABATIC and NON-LINEAR PERIOD AROUND TRANSITION 

The total phase space available for bunch manipulation near 

transition with rf focussing removed is delimited by the safe momentum 

aperture and by the time or phase range of constant voltage created by 

whichever rf harmonic is chosen. The extent of bunch lengthening 

during the non-adiabatic period is affected by the initial conditions 

of bunch momentum and phase spread and by the duration of the 

non-adiabatic period. These conditions are set by the bunch 

longitudinal emittance contour (that containing 95% of the charge in 

this development), and by the rf bucket to bunch area ratio 

established by the rf voltage and synchronous phase angle at the 

beginning of the non-adiabatic time. Expressions for the non-adiabatic 

time have been presented in several places."'"' Here we express the 

non-adiabatic time t, (before and after transition) in terms of the 

machine rotation period To. 

where 

W,Y”c 1 
l/3 

4xhyvlcos(rp,) [ * 

E. = particle rest mass energy, 
FO = l/T,, rotation frequency of reference particle, 
yt = transition gamma of reference particle, 
Y = dy/dt, acceleration rate, 
h = fundamental harmonic number, 
V = peak rf voltage. 

(1) 

For the Fermilab Main Ring, (y,=18.75, h=1113), operating at 

acceleration rate 85 GeV/s through transition, t, is approx. 170 

turns, or 3.5 ms if 9. is n/3 and V,, is 2 MV at the beginning of the 

non-adiabatic period. In most accelerating circumstances t, is a few 

milliseconds. 

Approximate adiabaticity exists at times removed from transition 

by ft,. But transition is a local effect, usually occurring at 

different times for different increments of momenta within the 

aperture. In order to ensure reasonable adiabaticity for all particles 

within a distribution it is necessary to determine the time period 
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required for the entire distribution to cross transition (the 

"non-linear" period, here labelled t2) and add it to the non-adiabatic 

time, t,. The following derivation of t, follows that of K. Johnsen, 

but uses a different definition for al.'16' 

The difference in orbit length, AL=L-L, between a particle at 

momentum p=p.+Ap and a reference particle is expressed 

&=a (A’p 
LO 

o -& +a,(~)’ 

where a,=y;" is the "momentum compaction factor""l', a, is a 

chromatic error term, (s.0023 in the Fermilab Main Ring,'l") and yt 

is the transition y for the reference orbit. Transition y for 

off-momentum particles in an incremental region near p is defined 

1 ~ =zg = ao+ (a,+2a1-a~) 6 
y:cs, L dp 

where 6=Ap/p,. To first order in 6 

yr(fj) .yt1-($+p3 * 
1 0 1 

(2) 

(4) 

At any specific time off-momentum particles can be related to particles 

on the reference orbit by; 

y(b) =,,+A,=,,(~+~) =yo(l+Pz6), 

or yo= y (6) (l-P26) * 
(5) 
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By combining Eqns.(4) and (5) Y, at the time when off-momentum 

particles are at transition, (here labelled y,), can be expressed to 

first order in 6, 

yot=ytI1- (p2+1/2+u,/c,) 81 
(6) 

or (y,,-yt) /y,=- (P2+1/2+a,/a,) 8. 

If Y is assumed to be constant over a time period kt near reference 

orbit transition time t,, Y0 can be approximated by 

Yo=yc+Yt=Yt(l+Yt/Y,) -t .s 0 I; t. (7) 

By equating y, in Eq.(7) to yti and substituting in Eq.(6), the time 

increment between the time off momentum particles reach transition and 

transition time for reference orbit particles can be expressed; 

t 
2 

=* Yc(P”+1/2+al/ao)6 
f 

(8) 

For the Fermilab Main Ring with Y=89 at transition and 6=f3xlO-', 

t, is about f1.5 ms. 

The minimum time period required for non-focussing transition 

crossing now becomes tn=f(tl+t2), or about f5 ma for the example at 

hand. 
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SHEAR EXTENT DURING NON-FOCUSSING PERIOD 

It remains to establish a relationship between a typical tn, the 

non-focussing time span available on the rf wave, and the bunch 

momentum spread at the beginning of the non-focussing period. 

The angular velocity of a particle with momentum p=p.+Ap is 

expressed D=R,+AQ. The phase shift of such a particle with respect to 

a synchronous particle in a time interval t is 

AS=I'Aadt. 
0 

The angular velocity of a particle on an orbit of length L is; 

Q=+s , (10) 

Using Eq. (2), the differential angular velocity AR of off-momentum 

particles, referred to the reference orbit, is, 

nn=z+-$31 = 2yyg$g+] 

= n, 
1 
y-e+ h.0. t. 

0 0 
] = fiJ-$-a,-a,6]6. 

Inserting Eq.(7) into Eq.(ll) and expanding, 

~+aJb+ h.o.t. b 1 . 

(9) 

(11) 

(12) 

Using AD from Eq.(lZ), the integral (9) can be evaluated over a 

time interval -t,, the start of the non-focussing period, to t, giving 

the relative phase shift of an off-momentum particle with respect to a 

reference particle at any time t during the non-focussing period. (To 

get rf radians AS must be multiplied by the harmonic number; A$=hA@.) 
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Acp(t) =hQ,6 
I 

a,y( t,2-t2) 
Yt 

-a,6 ( tn + t) 1 (13) 

By setting t=O in (13), (transition time for a reference particle), the 

maximum shear, Aq, of particles with momentum spread 6 is obtained. 

For higher momentum particles, (positive a), the a, term subtracts from 

the a, term whereas for negative 6 the two terms add. Positive phase 

shift implies relative movement to earlier time. If a, is positive, 

particles with positive relative momentum reach transition slightly 

sooner than those with negative relative momentum and reverse their 

shear direction sooner. The maximum shear excursion is therefore 

smaller for positive 6 particles. 

At t=+tn, the end of the non-adiabatic period, the a0 term in 

Eq.(13) drops out, leaving a total phase shift Aq=-2hR,a,tn62. Unless 

a,=O, off momentum particles of both sians are shifted to later time; 

i.e. a distribution of particles extending over f6, all of which 

start at @., will end up still distributed over f6 but on a parabola 

opening toward later time. 

These effects are illustrated in Fig.6. The initial condition 

shown in Fig.6a is a bunch outline of area -18 eV-s matched to an 

accelerating bucket of area .66 eV-s. An additional line charge is 

shown spanning the momentum distribution at cp.. The initial rf voltage 

is 1.9 MV and #s is 60 deg. The acceleration rate * is assumed to be 

85 throughout the transition period. Other parameters in the example 

are those of the Fermilab Main Ring. The non-adiabatic period for these 

conditions is approx. f 5 ms. Part b of the figure shows the sheared 

distribution at transition. The positive peak of the distribution has 

moved 15.7 deg. earlier while the negative peak has moved 21.7 deg. 

later. The a1 contribution at this point has been to move both peaks 3 

deg. later. In part c, the distribution is shown 5-ms after 

transition. The shearing effect of the a, term has disappeared and 

both peaks are moved 6 deg. later by the a, term. 
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Figure 6. a) .18 eV-s bunch outline matched to an accelerating 
bucket of area .66 eV-s, 5 ms prior to transition. b) Bunch outline 
sheared in non-focussing rf regime at transition. c) The same bunch 
outline 5 ms after transition. The original outline has been distorted 
by chromatic (a,) effect during transition crossing. An accelerating 
bucket has been outlined centered at IT-#,. 

------------- 

Cross-hatched regions in each part of the figure represent the relative 

position of yt with respect to the synchronous energy at each time. 

Initially all particles are below transition. In part b the 

synchronous energy is equal to the transition energy and at this 

time all off-momentum particles are moving toward later time. The 

particles in the distribution move progressively through transition, 

changing their direction of relative motion as they do, until finally 

the entire distribution is above transition, as in part c. The time 

period 2t, required for all the particles to pass through transition is 

affected by the sign and magnitude of a,, Eq.(8). 

During the entire transition crossing period the bunch centroid 

migrates in phase (time) with respect to the phase of the reference rf 

wave. This drift toward later time dictates that a slightly greater 

effective range of constant rf accelerating voltage can be established 

if the phase of the fundamental and concomitant second (or third) 
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harmonic wave is delayed a few degrees beyond ninety degrees during the 

non-focussing period. 

In Fig. 6c, the post-transition accelerating bucket has been 

plotted with its stable fixed point at II-@, with respect to the phase 

of the starting rf wave. This is evidently not the correct phase for 

the accelerating bucket, which should also be moved a few degrees 

toward later time to achieve an optimum match. 

APPROPRIATE CHOICE FOR a1 

As alluded to earlier, the potential for longitudinal blow-up and 

beam loss during "normal" transition crossing exists if the nonlinear 

time period is not substantially shorter than the non-adiabatic time. 

Adjustment of a, to minimize the nonlinear time period by appropriate 

choice of sextupole field correction in the accelerator magnet lattice 

has been examined."" However in the transition crossing procedure 

described here the presence of a particular positive value for a, can 

be seen to be potentially beneficial. The equilibrium particle 

distribution within an accelerating bucket prior to transition is 

observed to be asymmetric with a sight bulge extending toward later 

time. The effect of positive a, during the non-focussing transition 

period is to force all off-momentum particles toward later time and, in 

effect, to reverse the asymmetry in the distribution, causing it to 

create the possibility for better matching to the accelerating bucket 

following transition. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 6c. It is, 

however, possible that the a1 induced distortion, coupled with the 

chosen nonfocussing period, can result in a final distribution which is 

crescent shaped. This is an excessive and undesirable result. 

If the distribution has not been allowed to become crescent 

shaped, both the maximum phase spread and the maximum momentum spread 

should be very similar to those of the initial distribution so a 

reasonable low intensity approximation to the correct bucket area and 

height should be achieved by applying the same rf voltage as existed at 

the beginning of the non-focussing period. (This is true only if the 

acceleration rate is not changing during the transition crossing 

period.) 

In addition to the chromatic effects described here, the contour 
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shape and phase space density of particles within the bunch following 

transition will be affected by space charge forces during the non- 

focussing period. Application of accelerating rf of the correct phase 

and amplitude following transition crossing will, in general, be an 

experimental process, the success of which may be judged by 

minimization of bunch shape oscillation following transition. 

OPTIMIZATION OF INITIAL CONDITIONS 

If, in Eq.(13), 6 represents the maximum momentum spread of the 

bunch, then the Ap obtained will also refer to particles with maximum 

momentum spread. As can be seen in Fig. 6b, this is not the total 

phase extent of the distribution at transition. The initial 

distribution may be conveniently represented by two half-ellipses with 

the same maximum energy spread but with different phase spreads 1p. and 

91. Shearing of the two halves can be treated separately. If the 

effect of the a, term is neglected in this treatment, the two sides of 

the distribution will shear into rotated and stretched half-ellipses 

with the initial phase spread and the shear phase shift adding in 

quadruture to give the maximum phase extent at. 

(Pt = [(p:+‘p;]1’2 + r(p;+(pze11’2 . (14) 

The phase variables appearing in either of the terms of Eq.(14) 

are clearly not independent and they can be manipulated to optimize 

use of the available phase space during the non-adiabatic period. 

Consider the bunch phase space contour to be a symmetric ellipse with 

half phase spread rp and area S, where s is the average of e.+el. The 

maximum shearing phase cp. is proportional to the momentum spread 6 

which is inversely proportional to the contour phase spread 29. 

Eq.(14) can be rewritten approximately; 

where 
M= 4xSh2F~t~~a~ 

P*E, ' 
(15) 
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In Eq.(15) the minimum value of et occurs when ~=a. If cp is 

evaluated using the parameters of the above example the result is 

4=+.333 rad (t19 deg.) which is very close to the initial condition 

used in the example. This implies an energy spread of the initial 

contour f56 MeV, or Ap/p=f0.33%. In general the optimum bunch phase 

spread arrived at using Eq.(15) is narrower and the corresponding 

momentum spread larger than acceptable, i.e. approaching or exceeding 

the machine momentum aperture. The implication is that optimum non- 

focussing transition crossing is achieved (i.e. the largest 

longitudinal emittance can be accommodated), when the largest allowable 

momentum spread is established initially, or, when as much of the 

available phase space as possible is used. The rf voltage and 

synchronous phase angle should be adjusted to give the optimum bunch 

aspect ratio immediately before switching to the non-focussing 

condition. 

Optimization of the momentum spread prior to starting non- 

focussing transition crossing allows the maximum crossing time to be 

used. This is important because of the a, dependent momentum asymmetry 

in the bucket shape (and in the bunch momentum spread) which may arise 

as transition is approached. Bigher momentum particles are closer to 

transition, move in phase more slowly, and consequently reach larger 

momentum spread than particles which are below the reference momentum. 

By starting the non-focussing period as early as possible this 

asymmetry may be minimized. 

The initial phase spread for contours partially filling moving 

buckets may be obtained using the procedure of Cole and Morton."" For 

the example of Fig. 6, cp. and 'pl are 17.7 deg. and 21.8 deg. The 

shear angle cp. resulting from the a, term only is 18.7 deg. resulting 

in a total phase spread from Eq.(13) of 54.4 deg. The total phase 

spread shown in Fig.6b is approx. 56 deg. ( f28 deg.), well within the 

f 35 deg. of non-focussing rf voltage provided by the second harmonic 

component. 

Space charge and asymmetry effects on non-focussing transition 

crossing can be evaluated using ESME simulations. 
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ESME SIMULATIONS 

Many ESME simulations of non-focussing transition crossing have 

been run, all with substantial success. Here, two such simulations are 

presented showing two very different situations. 

The first example represents the Fermilab Main Ring with 3x10" 

protons per bunch within a (95%) longitudinal emittance contour of area 

0.2 eV-s. The ring impedance Z/N is assumed to be 9 Ohms with a broad 

band resonant frequency 1.29 GHz. Transition y is 18.75 and al is 

assumed to be 0.0023. Transition occurs within a parabolic region of 

momentum increase and 9 at transition is 88.7. The non-focussing time 

tn is f6 ms. Using these parameters the optimum initial bunch length 

is found from Eq.15 to be 40.8 deg. This implies an initial energy 

spread f56 MeV (6 = iO.O032%), assuming that the energy spread is 

symmetric about the reference energy. 

In Fig.7 the evolution of a 0.2 eV-s contour with the above 

initial conditions is shown over a 12 ms period centered on transition. 

The contour shapes are those predicted by Eq.13 and no space charge 

effects are introduced. The vertical dotted lines in the figure 

represent the f35 degree non-focussing range available. In part b of 

the figure the contour is at its maximum shear point. Particles 

shearing to earlier time have not reached the limit of constant rf 

voltage whereas those shearing to later time have passed beyond the 

boundary. A small phase shift of the entire rf waveform toward later 

time could optimize the use of the non-focussing region of the wave. 

In Fig.8 an ESMH generated distribution is shown occupying the 

initial contour. This distribution was generated by starting with a 

0.2 eV-s (95%) distribution matched to an accelerating bucket at y=15 

and tracking normal acceleration until 6 ms prior to transition, at 

which point the rf voltage was programmed to reach 2.32 MV with 

p,=47 deg. The phase spread of the distribution in part a of the figure 

is about 42 degrees, quite close to the optimum value. The energy 

spread is slightly asymmetric, +57,-55 MeV. Part b shows the sheared 

distribution very near transition. The rf wave has been delayed 6 

degrees so that the constant voltage region matches the sheared 
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distribution extent well. At transition space charge forces have 
broadened the distribution perceptably and the energy spread is reduced 

to +50 ,-45 MeV. By the end if the non-focussing period, part c, the 

bunch has lengthened to f28.5 degrees (full length =3 ns), the energy 

spread has reduced to +46, -37 MeV and some minor shape distortion is 
evident. All of the charge can now be captured within an accelerating 

bucket although a minor mismatch, leading to some emittance growth, is 
inevitable. This transition crossing is summarized in Fig.9 where the 

initial distribution at 15 GeV is compared'to the distribution in a 

post-transition accelerating bucket at 26 GeV. All of the initial 

charge has been recaptured and the longitudinal emittance has grown 

about 22 percent. 
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Figure 9. (a) 0.2 eV-s distribution of 3~10~' protons matched to a 1.25 
eV-s accelerating bucket at 15 GeV. (b) The same bunch matched to a 
1.32 eV-s accelerating bucket at 26 GeV, following non-focussing 
transition crossing. 
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The second ESME simulation is that for a rather large bunch, 

0.5 eV-s and 6x10" protons accelerated through transition in the 

proposed Fermilab Main Injector (h=588, yt=20.4, Z/n=5 Ohms). In the 

example the acceleration rate is 152 GeV per second and a, is assumed 

to be 0.0033. The momentum spread 6 at the start of the non-focussing 

period is f0.51 percent (=+lOO MeV.). Using these parameters in Eqns.1 

and 8, the total nonadiabatic time t, is f4.3 ms. The optimum total 

bunch length, as determined from Eq.15, would be about 65 degrees. The 

shearing time used in the example is 4.15 ms and the total bunch length 

at the beginning of crossing is about 62 degrees. The non-focussing 

wave has been delayed 7 degrees to better match the extent of the 

sheared distribution. The distribution is shown at the beginning, at 

transition, and at the end of the shearing period in parts a,b,and c of 

Fig.10. Part c shows the distribution captured in an accelerating 

bucket. The bucket is distorted toward lower momentum (closer to 

transition) and the charge distribution is distorted toward later time. 

Each of these effects is the result of the use of an abnormally large 

value for a, in the simulation; a value between 0 and 0.001 would have 

been more realistic. Fig.10 d shows the distribution entirely captured 

in an accelerating bucket 14 ms after transition with only a few 

percent increase in longitudinal emittance. At this point the energy 

spread is not markedly different than it was at the beginning of the 

transition crossing period. 
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RF AMPLITUDE CONTROL: RADIAL POSITION CONTROL 

During normal acceleration the total rf amplitude and synchronous 

phase angle are programmed to provide the required acceleration voltage 

and bucket area. These programs can be generated from the magnetic 

guide field program B(t), some knowledge of the beam longitudinal 

emittance, and some judgement regarding the desired bunch to bucket 

area ratio. The amplitude control program is not necessarily a high 

precision program, in part because one of the many rf stations in the 

system may malfunction slightly or possibly fail totally during 

acceleration and this should not be allowed to affect successful 

acceleration in a major way. Small discrepancies between the rf 

amplitude and that required to accelerate the beam on the reference 

orbit are corrected automatically by the radial position feedback 

system. That system detects movement of the beam charge center off of 

the reference orbit at one or more high dispersion points on the orbit 

and generates a radial position error signal. The error signal is 

added to the synchronous phase angle program so that the synchronous 

phase is changed slightly to provide the correct accelerating voltage. 

In so doing, the bucket area is also changed through the "moving bucket 

factor". If the rf amplitude is such that the required accelerating 

voltage can only be established by reducing the bucket area to a value 

smaller than the bunch longitudinal emittance then loss of some or all 

of the beam will occur. 

These procedures for rf amplitude control and radial position 

control cannot function in the manner described above during the non- 

focussing transition crossing period. Because the rf accelerating 

voltage is constant over a large phase range centered on the bunch 

position, small changes in the rf phase in response to a radial 

position error signal would not cause a correction in the acceleration 

rate and a large change would destroy the required phase relationship 

between the bunch position and the rf wave. Some form of feedback 

control of the beam position will have to be implemented during this 

period however. A 1 percent error in the accelerating voltage (about 

18 kV in the Fermilab Main Ring) would introduce an energy error of 

10 MeV in the entire distribution. An energy error of this size added 

to the already large beam energy spread could cause beam loss and would 
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almost certainly exacerbate any bunch to bucket mismatch which occurs 

at the end of the non-focussing period. There is no assurance, of 

course, that open loop operation of the amplitude system would restrain 

voltage errors to the level of 1 percent. This situation will have to 

be corrected by switching to a feedback beam position control system in 

which the radial position error signal is added, is some form, to the 

rf amplitude control program signal during the non-focussing period. 

The stability dynamics (i.e. gain-phase relationship and transfer 

function stability) for this feedback system will have to be worked 

out. 

In order to control the amplitude and phase of the second or third 

harmonic rf system during transition crossing, it will be necessary to 

implement additional feedback systems. A calibrated signal representing 

the amplitude of the harmonic rf wave could be compared to a selected 

fraction of a similar signal representing the fundamental rf wave (the 

rf fan-back signal). The error signal so derived would then be added 

to an amplitude program signal delivered to the harmonic system. A 

similar feedback comparison system will have to be installed to compare 

the phase of the two rf waves. 

In addition to the above described control systems the phase and 

amplitude of the harmonic rf system will have to be made insensitive to 

beam induced voltages both during operation and during the remainder of 

the acceleration cycle. This might be done by using standard amplitude 

and phase control as is done with other rf systems in the accelerator 

and switching in as substantial shunt impedance damping system at other 

times. Alternatively the system may be operated with a "local" rf 

feedback loop of sufficient loop gain to lower the output impedance to 

a satisfactory level. If this approach were taken the rf drive system 

could be left on during the entire accelerating cycle and the gap 

voltage programmed to zero at times other than during transition 

crossing. The local feedback system would then assume the role of gap 

impedance reduction by simply enforcing zero (or acceptably low) gap 

voltage except when needed. In any case the harmonic rf system will 

have to be tunable over some frequency range, at least sufficient to 

cover the small frequency swing of the reference beam during transition 

crossing. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In certain large dynamic range proton synchrotrons there is an 

energy at which the rotation frequency of particles is nearly 

independent of momentum within the momentum acceptance range. Near 

this "transition" energy particles cannot move azimuthally (with 

respect to the position of a set of reference particles) rapidly enough 

to execute complete phase oscillations about the reference phase. 

Consequently, those "off phase" particles are subjected rf accelerating 

voltage larger or smaller than necessary for a substantial period of 

time. This causes growth in the energy spread and longitudinal 

emittance of particle bunches in the machine and possible to particle 

loss. 

A simple mechanism has been described whereby all of the particles 

in the machine are subjected to the correct accelerating voltage during 

the transition crossing period. This is accomplished through the 

addition of a second or third harmonic component of appropriate 

amplitude and phase to the accelerating rf wave. The phase of the 

fundamental rf wave is also adjusted to an optimum position. 

It has been demonstrated through the use of large scale simulation 

that this technique is capable of transmitting high intensity bunches 

through transition with minimal emittance growth and no beam loss. 

The examples given here have used a second harmonic component 

only. Use of the third harmonic is technically easier but the range of 

initial intensity and emittance is somewhat limited. Nevertheless, 

performance of the Fermilab Main Ring could be improved sufficiently 

using only a third harmonic component so that an early experimental 

test of the principle proposed here is expedient. 
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